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Abstract— Location management plays the central role in providing
ubiquitous communications services in the future wireless mobile net-
works. Location update and paging are commonly used in tracking mo-
bile users on the move, location update is to update a mobile user’s current
location while the paging is used to locate a mobile user, both will incur
signaling traffic in the wireless networks. The more frequent the location
updates, the less paging in locating a mobile user, thus there is a tradeoff
in terms of signaling cost. Tradeoff analysis of this type has been carried
out in the past under exponential assumption for certain time variables.
In this paper, we relax all assumptions and analytically derive the average
number of location updates during the inter-service time for a movement-
based location update scheme under fairly realistic assumption, a number
which are required for all tradeoff analysis. We then carry out case studies
and numerically demonstrate that the cost function in our analysis indeed
has a unique global optimal movement threshold.

Keywords— Mobility Management, Location update, Paging, Wireless
networks, Mobile networks, Cost analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION

In wireless mobile networks, in order to effectively deliver a
service to a mobile user, the location of the called mobile user
must be determined within a certain time limit (before the ser-
vice is blocked). There are two basic operations for tracking
a mobile user: location update and terminal paging. Location
update is the process for the mobile terminals to report their
locations to the network, thus all mobiles are actively sending
location update messages to keep the network informed. Ter-
minal paging is the process for the network to search the called
terminal by sending polling signals to cells close to the last re-
ported location of the called terminal. When an incoming calls
to a mobile user (we will use mobile user and mobile terminal
interchangeably) arrives, the wireless network simply routes the
call to the last reported location of the mobile terminal. Intu-
itively, the location accuracy depends on the location update
frequency, the more often the location updates, the more ac-
curate the location information. If we define the region where
a mobile stays as the uncertainty region, then the location up-
date is attempting to minimize the uncertainty region, while the
terminal paging is to discover the called terminal in the uncer-
tainty region. The larger the uncertainty region, the higher the
paging signaling traffic. Therefore, there is a tradeoff between
the location update traffic and the paging traffic. The cost trade-
off analysis has been intensively studied in the current literature
([1], [2], [3], [4], [6], [15], [16], [18]).

Surveying the literature, we have the following couple ob-
servations. First, most cost analyses adopted some exponen-
tial assumptions for some time variables. For example, in [4],
[15], the time between the previously served call arrival and the
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time of currently served call (tc in their notation), also called
inter-service time in [10], is assumed to be exponentially dis-
tributed. In fact, both [4] and [15] identified the inter-arrival
time of call arrivals to a mobile terminal with the inter-service
time, thus when the call arrivals to a terminal is assumed to
be Poisson, then the inter-service time will be exponentially
distributed. However, this identification ignored the busy-line
effect: call arrivals to a mobile terminal will be blocked if the
mobile terminal is busy serving another call (this will change
if voice and data services are integrated, we will not address
this situation in this paper), thus the served calls by the mo-
bile is a sampled process from a Poisson process, is most likely
not a Poisson process. Moreover, both [4] and [15] ignored the
service time for a served call, which is reasonable for PCS net-
works, because the (voice) calling time is negligible, comparing
with the interarrival time between the call arrivals to the mobile
terminal. However, in the future wireless mobile networks, a
call connection (particularly for data service such as Internet)
tends to last longer than voice calls, during the connection pe-
riod, the mobile does not need to do the location update! Thus,
the “inter-service time” is not the right time variable to be used
for cost analysis. Rather, it is the mobile terminal idling time,
we still use the term inter-service time with the following mod-
ifying meaning: it is the time between the end of the previously
served call and the arriving instant of the currently served call
for a mobile terminal. Obviously, the inter-service time may not
be exponentially distributed even if the call arrivals to a mobile
terminal is Poisson!

In this paper, we develop techniques to handle the situations
when the inter-service time is generally distributed. Our main
focus in this paper is to compute the location update cost under
generally distributed inter-service time. In the current litera-
ture, three location update schemes were proposed and stud-
ied ([3], [6]): distance-based location update, movement-based
location update and time-based location update. In distance-
based locate update scheme, location update will be performed
when a mobile terminal moves d cells away from the cell in
which the previous location update was performed, where d
is a distance threshold. In the movement-based location up-
date scheme, a mobile terminal will carry out a location up-
date whenever the mobile terminal completes d movements be-
tween cells, where d is the movement threshold. In the time-
based location update scheme, the mobile terminal will update
its location every d time units, where d is the time thresh-
old. It has been shown ([6]) that the distance-based location
update scheme gives the best result in terms of signaling traf-
fic, however, it may not be practical because a mobile terminal
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Fig. 1. The time diagram forK cell boundary crossings

has to know its own position information in the network topol-
ogy. The time-based location update scheme is the simplest to
implement, however, unnecessary signaling traffic may result
(imagine a stationary terminal for a long period may not need
to do any update before it moves). The movement-based lo-
cation update scheme seems to be the best choice in terms of
signaling traffic and implementation. We will concentrate on
this scheme for our study in this paper.

This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we
study the probability distribution of number of cell boundary
crossing under fairly realistic assumptions. We then give the
analytical formula for the average number of location updates
during the inter-service time in third section. Tradeoff cost
analysis is carried out in the fourth section. We then conclude
the paper in the final section.

II. PROBABILITY OF THE NUMBER OF CELL BOUNDARY

CROSSINGS

In order to derive the average number of location updates un-
der the movement-based location update scheme during atyp-
ical inter-service time, we first need to know the probability
distribution of the number of cell boundary crossings. In this
section, we give the analytical results for this distribution.

Assume that the incoming calls to a mobile terminal, say, T ,
form a Poisson process, the time the mobile terminal stays in
a cell (called the cell residence time) has a general non-lattice
distribution. We will derive the probability �(K) that a mo-
bile terminal moves across K cells between two served calls
arriving to the mobile terminal T . By ignoring the busy line
effect and the service time, Lin ([16]) is able to derive an an-
alytical formula for �(K), which has been subsequently used
([4], [16]) for tradeoff analysis for location update and paging.
In this section, we assume that the inter-service times are gen-
erally distributed and derive an analytic expression for �(K).

Let t1; t2; : : : denote the cell residence times and r1 denotes
the residual cell residence time (i.e., the time interval between
the time instant the call registers to the network and the time
instant the mobile terminal exits the cell). Let tc denote the
inter-service time between two consecutive served calls to a
mobile terminal T . Figure 1 shows the time diagram for K
cell boundary crossings. Suppose that the mobile terminal is in
a cell R1 when the previous call arrives and accepted by T , it
then moves K cells during the inter-service time, and T resides

in the jth cell for a period tj (1 � j � K + 1). We consider
a homogeneous wireless mobile network, i.e., all cells in the
network are statistically identical. Assume t1; t2; : : : are inde-
pendent and identically distributed (iid) with a general proba-
bility density function f(t), let tc be generally distributed with
probability density function fc(t), and let fr(t) be the probabil-
ity density function of r1. Let f�(s), f�c (s) and f�r (s) denote
the Laplace-Stieltjes (L-S) transforms (or simply Laplace trans-
forms) of f(t), fc(t) and fr(t), respectively. Let E[tc] = 1=�c
and E[ti] = 1=�m. From the residual life theorem ([14]), we
have

fr(t) = �m

Z
1

t

f(�)d� = �m [1� F (t)] ;

f�r (s) =
�m
s

[1� f�(s)]; (1)

where F (t) is the distribution function of f(t). It is obvious
that the probability �(K) is given by

�(0) = Pr [tc � r1]; K = 0; (2)

�(K) = Pr [r1 + t2 + � � �+ tK < tc

� r1 + t2 + � � �+ tK+1]; K � 1 (3)

We first calculate �(0). Since the Laplace transform ofR
1

t
fr(�)d� is (1 � f�r (s))=s, from (2), the inverse Laplace

transform and the independence of r1 and tc, we obtain

�(0) =

Z
1

0

Pr(r1 � t)fc(t)dt

=
1

2�j

Z �+j1

��j1

1� f�r (s)

s
f�c (�s)ds

(4)

where � is a sufficiently small positive number which is appro-
priately chosen for inverse Laplace transform.

For K > 0, �(K) is computed as follows. First, we need
to compute Pr (r1 + t2 + � � � + tk � tc) for any k > 0. Let
� = r1 + t2 + � � �+ tk. We can obtain

Pr (r1 + t2 + � � �+ tk � tc)

=
1

2�j

Z �+j1

��j1

f�r (s)[f
�(s)]k�1

s
f�c (�s)ds:

Taking this into (3), we obtain

�(K) =
1

2�j

Z �+j1

��j1

f�r (s)[f
�(s)]K�1[1� f�(s)]

s
f�c (�s)ds

(5)
Let �c denote the set of poles of f �c (�s) in the right half

complex plane, then applying the Residue Theorem ([14]), we
obtain
Theorem 1. If the probability density function of inter-service
time has only finite possible isolated poles (which is the case
when it has a rational Laplace transform), then the probability
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�(K) that a mobile terminal moves across K cells during the
inter-service time is given by

�(0) =
1

2�j

Z �+j1

��j1

1� f�r (s)

s
f�c (�s)ds

= �
X
p2�c

Res
s=p

1� f�r (s))

s
f�c (�s);

�(K) =
1

2�j

Z �+j1

��j1

f�r (s)[1� f�(s)][f�(s)]K�1

s
f�c (�s)ds

= �
X
p2�c

Res
s=p

f�r (s)[1� f�(s)][f�(s)]K�1

s
f�c (�s)

where Res
s=p

denotes the residue at poles s = p and f �r (s) =

�m(1� f�(s))=s.

III. AVERAGE NUMBER OF LOCATION UPDATES

Consider the movement-based location update scheme. Let d
denote the movement threshold, i.e., a mobile terminal will per-
form a location update whenever the mobile terminal makes d
movements (equal to the number of serving cell switching) after
the last location update. Then, the average number of location
updates during an inter-service time interval under movement-
based location update scheme can be expressed as ([4])

Nu(d) =

1X
i=1

i

(i+1)d�1X
k=id

�(k) (6)

In what follows in this section, we present the computation for
Nu(d). Let

S(n) =

n�1X
k=1

�(k);

then, from Theorem 1, we obtain

S(n) =
1

2�j

Z �+j1

��j1

f�r (s)[1� (f�(s))n�1]

s
f�c (�s)ds (7)

Moreover, we have

NX
k=1

s(kd)

=

NX
k=1

1

2�j

Z �+j1

��j1

f�r (s)[1� (f�(s))kd�1]

s
f�c (�s)ds

=
1

2�j

Z �+j1

��j1

f�r (s)

s

�

�
N �

(f�(s))d�1[1� (f�(s))Nd]

1� (f�(s))d

�
f�c (�s)ds (8)

Thus, from (6), (7) and (8), after complicated mathematical ma-
nipulations, we obtain

Nu(d) =
1X
i=1

i [S((i+ 1)d)� S(id)]

= lim
N!1

(
NX
i=1

i [S((i+ 1)d)� S(id)]

)

= lim
N!1

(
NS((N + 1)d)�

NX
i=1

S(id)

)

=
1

2�j

Z �+j1

��j1

f�r (s)(f
�(s))d�1

s[1� (f�(s))d]
f�c (�s)

� lim
N!1

1

2�j

�Z �+j1

��j1

f�r (s)[N + 1�N(f�(s))d]

s[1� (f�(s))d]

�[f�(s)](N+1)d�1f�c (�s)ds
o

=
1

2�j

Z �+j1

��j1

f�r (s)(f
�(s))d�1

s[1� (f�(s))d]
f�c (�s)ds

In summary, we obtain
Theorem 2: The average number of location updates Nu(d) is
given by

Nu(d) =
1

2�j

Z �+j1

��j1

f�r (s)(f
�(s))d�1

s[1� (f�(s))d]
f�c (�s)ds: (9)

If f�c (s) has a finite number of poles, then we have

Nu(d) = �
X
p2�c

Res
s=p

f�r (s)(f
�(s))d�1

s[1� (f�(s))d]
f�c (�s); (10)

where �c is the set of poles of f �c (�s).

IV. TRADEOFF COST ANALYSIS

In this section, we present some results for the tradeoff anal-
ysis under movement-based location update scheme and some
paging scheme with the linear cost functional for illustration
purpose.

A. Location Update Cost

If U denotes the unit cost for location update, then total lo-
cation update cost is given by

Cu(d) = �U
X
p2�c

Res
s=p

f�r (s)(f
�(s))d�1

s[1� (f�(s))d]
f�c (�s); (11)

If the inter-service time tc is exponentially distributed with
parameter �c, then f �c (s) = �c=(s+ �c), from (11), we can
easily obtain

Cu(d) =
Uf�r (�c)[f

�(�c)]
d�1

1� [f�(�c)]d
: (12)

This result was obtained in [15] (noticing that f �r (s) = �m(1�
f�(s))=s).

If the inter-service time tc is Erlang distributed with param-
eter (p; �c), i.e.,

fc(t) =
(p�c)

ptp�1

(p� 1)!
e�p�ct; f�c (s) =

�
p�c

s+ p�c

�p
; (13)
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then the location update cost is given by

Cu(d) =
U(�1)p�1(p�c)

p

(p� 1)!
g(p�1)(p�c); (14)

where g(i)(x) denotes the ith derivative of function g(x) at
point x and

g(s) =
f�r (s)(f

�(s))d�1

s[1� (f�(s))d]
:

B. Paging Cost

We consider the paging strategy used in [15] for our case
study. Consider the hexagonal layout for the wireless network,
all cells are statistically identical. According to the movement-
based location update scheme, a mobile terminal moves at most
d cells away from the previous position where it performs the
last location update. Thus, a mobile terminal will surely be lo-
cated in a cell which is less than d cell away from the previously
reported position. If we page in the circular area with d cells as
radius and with the previously reported position as the center,
then we can definitely find the mobile terminal. Thus, this pag-
ing scheme is the most conservative among all paging. If we let
P denote the unit cost for each paging in a cell, the maximum
paging cost for this paging scheme is given by ([15])

Cp(d) = P (1 + 3d(d� 1)); (15)

C. Total Cost

The unit costs (cost factors) U and P can be chosen to re-
flect the significance of the signaling (they may be significantly
different from each other because they use different network re-
sources). Given U , P and the movement threshold d, the total
cost for location update and paging will be given by

C(d) = Cu(d) + Cp(d) (16)

D. Numerical Analysis

In this subsection, we present some illustrative examples to
show the behavior of overall cost function with respect to var-
ious parameters. We assume that the cell residence time is
Gamma distributed with the following probability density func-
tion and the Laplace transform:

f(t) =
(�m)t�1

�()
e��mt; f�(s) =

�
�m

s+ �m

�
: (17)

The mean is 1=�m and the variance is 1=(�2m). We assume
that the inter-service time is Erlang distributed with parameters
(p; �c), its mean is 1=�c and its variance 1=(p�2c). We first
carry out the similar studies as in [15] and observe the property
of the total cost function with respect to the parameters such as
the call-to-mobility ratio (CMR) � = �c=�m and the variance
of the cell residence time to compare our results with those
given in [15]. We then present some more study for the case
when the inter-service time is not exponentially distributed.
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Fig. 2. Total cost vs. the movement thresholds: varying call-to-mobility ratio
(CMR)
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Fig. 3. Total cost vs. the movement threshold for Erlang inter-service time:
varying variance of cell residence time

Figure 2 shows the cost function vs. movement threshold for
various call-to-mobility ratios. As we observe from the figure,
the cost function is also convex, the global minimum (the op-
timal movement threshold) d decreases as the CMR increases.
This is also intuitively understandable because higher CMR in-
dicates more location updates are necessary.

Figure 3 shows that the cost function vs. the movement
threshold for varying variance of the cell residence time (or ),
where we choose P = 1 and U = 20 and the inter-service time
is Erlang distributed with p = 5. Figure 3 shows significant
difference for different values of  (hence the variances of the
cell residence time), the total cost is in fact sensitive to .

In Figure 4, we fix the average cell residence time and the
average inter-service time, and change the variances of cell res-
idence time and inter-service time (i.e.,  and p), we again ob-
serve the significant differences between the total costs (even
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Fig. 4. Total cost vs. the movement threshold for exponential inter-service
time: varying variances of both cell residence time and inter-service time
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Fig. 5. Total cost vs. the movement threshold when the inter-service time is
exponentially distributed and hyper-Erlang distributed, respectively

the optimal costs, i.e., the one corresponding to the optimal
thresholds).

Next, we study the sensitivity issue of the total cost with re-
spect to the variance of inter-service time. Figure 5 shows the
plots when the inter-service time tc is exponentially distributed
and hyper-Erlang distributed with the same mean, respectively
([8]). In this example, we assume that hyper-Erlang distribution
has the following parameters: �1 = 0:15, �2 = 0:85, m1 = 1,
m2 = 20, �1 = 0:07, �2 = 5000, thus the hyper-Erlang dis-
tribution has mean 1=�c = �1=�1 + �2=�2 = 2:143 and with
variance �1=(m1�

2
1)+�2=(m2�

2
2) = 30:6122, while the expo-

nential distribution will have mean 1=�c = 2:143 and variance
1=�2c = 4:5926. From the figure, we observe that total cost
is indeed sensitive to the variance of the inter-service time (the
total cost for hyper-Erlang case can be 12% higher.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have performed the tradeoff analysis for the
movement-based location update and paging for the wireless
mobile networks. We obtain analytically the crucial quantity,
the average number of location updates during an inter-service
time, used in all cost analysis, under fairly general assumptions.
The analytical results and analytical approach for the cost anal-
ysis developed in this paper can be very useful in the design of
mobility management for the future wireless mobile networks.
Our study shows that the total cost of the location update and
paging is a convex function of movement threshold, hence we
can always find the unique optimal threshold.
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